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Abstract

Magnonics or spin wave based spintronics is an emerging technology where magnons – quanta for spin waves – process the information analogous to electronic charges in electronics. We introduce the fundamental components of a magnonic device and briefly discuss their electrical control. The magnetic waveguide – an integral part of a magnonic circuit – guides the spin wave signal (magnon current) of desired frequency, wave vector, phase and amplitude which are the key ingredients for wave based computing. Typically, a bias magnetic field aligns magnetization to satisfy anisotropic magnon dispersions for low-energy and long-wavelength magnons and thus, it hinders on-chip device integration capability. We discuss strategies to eliminate the requirements of such a bias field by utilizing self-biased waveguides which are based on either exchange coupled magnetic multi-layer based magnetic micro-wire or dipolar coupled but physically separated chain of rhomboid nanomagnets. We emphasize that the self-biased waveguides offer additional functionalities as compared to conventional waveguides. In this regard, manipulation of spin waves or the gating operation is presented by utilizing
reconfigurable remanent magnetic states of the waveguide externally controlled by field or microwave current. We discuss the prospects of these bias-free waveguide strategies in the rapidly developing field of nano-magnonics and their potential for practical realizations of a magnonic-electronic hybrid technology.
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INTRODUCTION

Non-charge based technologies are of great interest with growing demand for high frequency information processing and billions of connected devices as conventional semiconductor electronics is reaching its limit.\textsuperscript{1–7} It offers unique opportunities for wave-based technologies such as magnonics which is found to be promising for beyond-charge-based current semiconductor electronics.\textsuperscript{8–18} It is widely acknowledged that magnonics is a promising candidate for future neuromorphic computing\textsuperscript{19–23} and Boolean computing\textsuperscript{10,24–26}. In magnonics, the data are encoded in the amplitude or phase of the magnons which are quanta for spin waves – analogous to photons for light waves in photonics. Spin waves represent a phase-coherent collective oscillation of precessing magnetization vectors in a magnetic medium. The wavelength of propagating spin waves or magnon current can be as small as nm which makes them suitable for on-chip device integration in addition to the unparalleled ease of tunability of magnons in comparison to its competitors; photonics or plasmonics.\textsuperscript{16,27,28} The heart of a magnonic device is a magnetic waveguide that transmits and processes spin waves. Spin waves have different dispersion characteristics depending on their wavelength and waveguide properties. There are three other major building blocks for a magnonic device: generation, detection and manipulation of the spin waves which can be associated with the input, output and gate, respectively in terms of an electronic device as shown in Fig. 1. Below, we briefly introduce them before discussing the magnetic waveguide which is the main focus of this perspective.

A giant leap towards practical implementation of the magnonic devices has been achieved since the demonstration of spin current to charge current conversion and vice versa.\textsuperscript{29–33} The generation of spin current from charge current was achieved by using the spin Hall effect (SHE) where a flow of the electronic charge in heavy metal with a large spin orbit coupling (SOC) strength results in a spin current flow in the orthogonal direction.\textsuperscript{34–38} One of the most
important developments in magnonics is the demonstration of a nano-oscillator for the
excitation of spin waves using the effect called spin transfer torque (STT) and therefore it is
also known as spin torque nano oscillator (STNO).\textsuperscript{39–48} Another route for coherent magnon
spin current generation is based on spin orbit torque (SOT) mechanism where an auto-
oscillation in a nano-confined zone of a magnetic waveguide is achieved by compensating the
damping by SOT and it is known as spin Hall nano-oscillator (SHNO).\textsuperscript{49–53} On the other hand,
electrical detection of spin waves has been realized using the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE)
where the injected spin current in the heavy metal (material with large SOC) generates an
orthogonal charge current flow and thereby an electrical voltage.\textsuperscript{32,54–56} STT/SOT-based
electrical input and ISHE based electrical output open the possibility of nanoscale integration
of magnonic devices. Next, the manipulation (‘gate’ operation) of magnon current requires an
external control on the spin waves in the magnetic waveguide in order to achieve a desired
signal amplitude/phase at the output.\textsuperscript{57–59} The manipulations of spin waves or different logic
operations have been demonstrated in several ways based on the modulation of the magnetic
properties by optical pulses\textsuperscript{60}, field inhomogeneity\textsuperscript{61,62}, interference of spin waves\textsuperscript{25,63–66},
domain walls\textsuperscript{67,68}, spin wave non-reciprocity\textsuperscript{69} and reconfigurable magnetic switching\textsuperscript{70,71}.

Other than the input, output and gate, an integral part of a magnonic device is the
magnetic waveguide which supports the propagation of the magnon current. Varieties of
magnetic waveguides have been proposed to date in order to access or manipulate different
regimes of frequency ($f$), wavevector ($k$) and phase of the spin waves.\textsuperscript{28,68,70,72–90} The
characteristics of the spin waves \textit{i.e.} their dispersion $f(k)$ strongly depends on the material
properties, dimensions and shapes of the waveguide. Besides, the choice of the material
determines the decay length ($\lambda$) – a parameter that represents the length over which the spin
wave intensity drops by a factor of $e$. It is large for materials with low damping properties. One
of the primary requirements for a waveguide is to support propagation of coherent spin waves
over a large distance i.e. a large value of \( \lambda \). Thus, materials with low damping properties are of great importance. Some of the well-known low damping materials known so far are \( \text{Y}_3\text{Fe}_5\text{O}_{12} \) (YIG)\(^{91}\) among the oxides and \( \text{Ni}_{80}\text{Fe}_{20} \) (Permalloy)\(^{85}\), \( \text{CoFeB}^{27} \), Heusler alloys\(^{92}\) among metallic materials. Note that these materials are all in-plane magnetized and there are no materials known with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) which is suitable as a waveguide for spin wave propagation. Waveguides also allow one to engineer spin wave properties like conversion and splitting of modes.\(^{66,78,80,81,88}\) Waveguides based on metamaterials known as magnonic crystal – an artificially engineered crystal for the gain of different functions – have been found promising for precise tailoring of the spin wave bands.\(^{93–102}\) Due to the characteristics of spin wave dispersions \( (i.e. f(k)) \), magnetization \( (M) \) of the waveguides needs to be aligned in pre-defined geometry by using an external bias field. Among the various challenges, this requirement of a bias magnetic field (typically 50 – 500 mT) in the magnonic devices possesses a major bottleneck for on-chip device integration capability.\(^{40,84,103}\) Use of an external bias not only increases the size of the devices but also a huge setback as its stray field could interfere with surrounding devices on the chip. It has led to several attempts to overcome the bias field. The use of magnetic domain walls\(^{67,89}\) and crafting magnetic domains by using a hot tip of a scanning probe microscope\(^{75}\) have recently been proposed where bias field is absent and the propagating spin waves have been observed to propagate few-\(\mu\)m distance. In this context, we have recently shown that self-biased magnetic waveguides can be used for the efficient propagation of spin waves.\(^{70,74}\)

In this brief perspective, we discuss the properties required in designing an efficient and functional waveguide for magnonic devices. Different types of propagating spin wave characteristics and their theoretical model are first introduced. Experimental results based on micro-Brillouin light scattering (\( \mu \)-BLS) are presented to demonstrate propagating spin waves. Subsequently, recent developments of bias-free magnetic waveguides are discussed. In this
context, first, a waveguide that is designed to support isotropic spin wave propagation is introduced. Next, another waveguide based on the dipolar coupled but physically separated chain of self-biased nanomagnets has been presented. Further, the functionality of this waveguide in terms of the gating of spin waves is discussed. Finally, we put forward our vision for the waveguides on their device integration and functionality. We believe that the results will demonstrate the potential of bias-free waveguides for future magnonic device based information processing.

**THEORETICAL MODEL FOR SPIN WAVES IN MAGNETIC WAVEGUIDES**

The focus of this perspective is the magnetic waveguide of a magnonic device. In order to understand the strategies for making the waveguides efficient and functional, we have briefly described the spin wave propagation characteristics in typical waveguide structures and their theoretical model. Magnetization dynamics are governed by several interactions (exchange, anisotropy, demagnetization, and Zeeman) in a magnetic system which is represented by an effective field, $H_{\text{eff}}$. The precession of magnetization ($M$) around the $H_{\text{eff}}$ is described by the famous Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation,$^{104,105}$

$$\frac{dM}{dt} = -\gamma \mu_0 (M \times H_{\text{eff}}) + \frac{\alpha}{M_S} (M \times \frac{dM}{dt})$$

where $\gamma$, $\mu_0$, $\alpha$ and $M_S$ are the gyromagnetic ratio, vacuum permeability, Gilbert damping and saturation magnetization, respectively. In the limit of small excitation, the LLG equation can be linearized and dependence of spin wave oscillation frequency ($\omega = 2\pi f$) to the wavevector ($k$), i.e. the magnon dispersion ($\omega(k)$) can be obtained. The details of the theoretical development can be found elsewhere.$^{106-110}$ In the case of waveguides structured in micron or sub-micron sizes, the magnon dispersions are significantly different as compared to that of the magnetic thin films. This effect is more prominent when the lateral dimension of the
waveguides is comparable to the wavelength of the magnons which is the case in nanomagnonic devices. A schematic of such a micro-structured waveguide (width = \(w\) and thickness = \(d\)) is shown in Fig. 2(a) where the length is much larger than the width. Magnon current propagates along the length of the waveguide i.e. \(x\)-axis is considered as propagation coordinate. As shown in Fig. 2(a), \(\phi\) is the angle between \(M\) and the film normal (\(z\)-axis) and \(\theta_M\) is the angle between \(M\) and \(k\) or propagation coordinate (i.e. \(x\)-axis). Spin waves are quantized along the width of the waveguide which is denoted by a mode number \(n\) and a corresponding wavevector, \(k_n\). A concept of effective width (\(w_{\text{eff}}\)) is introduced to account for the non-uniform demagnetization field near the edge of the width of the waveguide.\(^1\) It can be described as:

\[
w_{\text{eff}} = w\left[\frac{U}{U - 2}\right]; \quad \text{where } U(\beta) = 2\pi/\beta\left[1 + 2\ln(1/\beta)\right] \text{ and } \beta = d/w.\]

Therefore, the total wavevector (\(k_{\text{tot}}\)) is defined as \(k_{\text{tot}}^2 = k^2 + k_n^2\), where \(k_n = n\pi/w_{\text{eff}}\). In such a geometry (assuming \(\beta \ll 1\)), the magnon dispersion can be described as:\(^1\)

\[
f_n = \sqrt{(f_0 + f_M l_{\text{ex}} k_{\text{tot}}^2)(f_0 + f_M l_{\text{ex}} k_{\text{tot}}^2 + f_M F)}
\]

where, \(f_0 = (\gamma/2\pi)\mu_0 H_0\), \(f_M = (\gamma/2\pi)\mu_0 M_S\) (in the weak excitation approximation), \(l_{\text{ex}}\) is the exchange length, \(M_S\) is the saturation magnetization, \(H_0\) is the effective magnetic field and the parameter \(F\) is defined as:

\[
F = P + \sin^2 \phi \times \left(1 - P\left(1 + \cos^2(\theta_k - \theta_M)\right) + \frac{f_M P (1 - P) \sin^2(\theta_k - \theta_M)}{f_0 + f_M l_{\text{ex}} k_{\text{tot}}^2}\right)
\]

where \(P = 1 - (1 - e^{-d k_{\text{tot}}})/dk_{\text{tot}}\) and \(\theta_k = \arctan(k_n/k)\). Three types of spin waves are defined based on the magnon propagation direction (\(k\)) with respect to the external magnetic field (\(H_a\)), thereby the magnetization (\(M\)). These three types of spin waves are known as Damon-Eshbach\(^2\) (DE) or surface waves for \((\phi, \theta_M) = (90^\circ, 90^\circ)\), backward volume (BV) waves for \((\phi, \theta_M) = (90^\circ, 0^\circ)\) and forward volume (FV) waves for \((\phi, \theta_M) = (0^\circ, 90^\circ)\). Thus,
we have two types of spin waves (BV and DE or surface waves) for the in-plane magnetized waveguides and FV spin waves are for the perpendicularly magnetized waveguides.

**µ-BLS EXPERIMENT**

In order to experimentally detect the magnon current and its characteristics, here we have discussed µ-BLS technique which is the best-known tool for local spin wave measurements and spatial imaging. A simplified schematic of this experiment is shown in Fig. 2(b). A monochromatic 532-nm green laser is focused by using a ×100 microscope objective with a large numerical aperture. It enables a diffraction-limited laser spot diameter of around 250 nm. The sample is placed on top of a nano-positioning stage in order to scan the laser spot for spatial resolution and the long-term stabilization was achieved by an active-feedback algorithm. The scattered laser beam from the sample is measured using a tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer. More details on the µ-BLS technique can be found elsewhere.\textsuperscript{113–115} Magnon current is generated in magnetic waveguides by using a ground-signal-ground (G-S-G) style microwave antenna in the range of 0–20 GHz frequency. Note that the width (b) of the antenna which is 1 µm in the following results, sets an upper limit to the generated magnon wavevector:

\[
k_{\text{max}} = 2\pi / b = 6.2 \text{ rad/µm} .
\]

**EXAMPLES OF TYPICAL MAGNETIC WAVEGUIDES AND THEIR LIMITATIONS**

First, we discuss the BV spin waves in a typical Py waveguide structure (w = 2 µm, d = 5 nm) fabricated using lithography techniques (optical and electron-beam) as shown in Fig. 2(c). The antenna for spin wave excitation was made from 70-nm-thick and 1-µm-wide Au. Details of the device fabrication can be found elsewhere.\textsuperscript{74} Note that magnetization points along the length of the waveguide at remanence in such micro-wire structures and therefore BV geometry (\(M \parallel k\)) is realized without any bias magnetic field (\(H_a = 0\)). BLS spectra at the remanent state of the waveguide are shown in Fig. 2(d) which shows some spin wave response.
only near 1.9 GHz. Calculated BV dispersion (for \(n = 1\) and \(H_a = 0\)) using the dispersion equation as mentioned above is shown in Fig. 2(e) by assuming the standard parameters for Py: \(M_S = 8 \times 10^5\) A/m, exchange constant, \(A = 13 \times 10^{-12}\) J/m which is related to \(l_{ex}\) as: \(l_{ex} = \sqrt{\frac{2A/\mu_0M_S^2}{2}}\). The dotted line in Fig. 2(e) refers to the \(k_{max}\) that can be excited by the 1-µm-wide antenna. Dispersion plot reveals that any propagating \((k \neq 0)\) BV modes should have frequencies lower than 1.8 GHz at \(k = 0\). Thus, the model is consistent with the experiment and a slight mismatch may be due to the use of standard parameters for Py instead of the actual values of this sample. Nevertheless, any low damping in-plane magnetic material is suitable for the investigation of BV waves.

However, BV waves have negative group velocity and do not propagate long distances in micro-structured waveguides. BV waves have been used in a variety of applications like parametric excitation of spin waves and logic gates.

On the other hand, to realize DE or surface spin waves \((M \perp k)\), the 2-µm-wide waveguide needs to be magnetized along its short (hard) axis and therefore a large bias field is typically applied as shown in the schematic in Fig. 2(f). BLS spectra for such DE waves are shown at three different external magnetic fields \((H_a = 60, 90, 120\) mT) in Fig. 2(g). DE spin wave dispersions are calculated using the above-mentioned equation for \(n = 1\). The wavevector of the experimental DE modes can be extracted by analyzing the calculated dispersion plot in Fig. 2(h). Note that the DE or the surface spin waves are the typical choice for any magnonic device prototype. This is due to the strong intensity of the DE spin waves at the surface of the waveguide which makes them suitable for integration with electrical input or output. Moreover, the surface spin waves can be efficiently excited using a microwave antenna due to the orthogonal alignment between the RF excitation field \((h_{rf})\) and the magnetization orientation which maximizes the torque \((M \times h_{rf})\). We would also like to point here that the bias field value will significantly increase with a decrease of the waveguide width due to the large demagnetization field. Thus, an alternative approach for waveguide design that
eliminates the requirement of such a large bias field is highly desired in nano-magnonic devices.

Next, we discuss the third type, i.e. the FV spin waves \( \mathbf{M} \perp \mathbf{k} \) that have isotropic propagation in the plane of the film and the magnetization in the out-of-plane (OOP) direction. As noted above, all the low damping materials, well-known for their long magnon propagation length are all in-plane magnetized and there are yet no examples of low-damping magnetic materials which has PMA. Therefore, to achieve a FV geometry that is suitable for isotropic spin wave transport, one needs to apply an even larger field to achieve OOP magnetization in comparison to the field in DE configuration as discussed earlier.\textsuperscript{121,122} Moreover, there are constraints in the device geometry and subsequent measurements in the presence of an OOP field. Therefore, there no experimental reports on FV spin waves in patterned magnetic waveguide structures. However, owing to isotropic propagation characteristics FV spin wave-based logic devices are found to be more efficient than the other two waves in terms of designing complex magnonic circuits proposed using micromagnetic simulations.\textsuperscript{22,103} Note here that exchange magnons (high energy and small wavelength magnons) have also isotropic propagation characteristics and they are promising for the miniaturization of the magnonic devices down to the nanoscale. Exchange magnons can be excited in different ways, e.g. spin Hall effect\textsuperscript{123}, parametric excitation\textsuperscript{119,124}, spin Seebeck effect\textsuperscript{125}, or waveguide designs\textsuperscript{28}. However, it is simpler to excite/manipulate low energy magnons with long wavelengths and here we discuss our recent works on such spin waves.

**BIAS-FREE WAVEGUIDE FOR ISOTROPIC SPIN WAVE PROPAGATION**

We have demonstrated a magnetic waveguide where a well-known in-plane material, Py is forced to align in the OOP direction without any bias magnetic field.\textsuperscript{74} This was achieved by depositing a thin Py film (5-nm-thick) directly on top of a strong PMA multilayer stack:
[Co(0.3)/Pd(1.1)]₆, henceforth Co-Pd. The number in the first brackets represents the thickness in nm and the repetition of the Co/Pd multilayer is 6. When a Py film is placed on top of the Co-Pd the exchange coupling strength of the OOP magnetized Co-Pd forces 5-nm-thick Py in the OOP direction. Here, the thickness of the Py layer is crucial. A thicker Py might have exchange spring-like magnetic orientation across the Py thickness as the exchange coupling strength decreases away from the interface. Few-micron-wide magnetic waveguides are lithographically fabricated of from a multilayer stack of Cr(5)/Cu(10)/Pd(5)/[Co(0.3)/Pd(1.1)]₆/Py(5); henceforth Co-Pd-Py. The details of the fabrications can be found elsewhere. In order to excite spin waves in this waveguide, a 1-µm-wide Au antenna was placed on top of the waveguide using electron beam lithography and lift-off process. Spin waves have been detected using the µ-BLS technique. An optical image of the sample geometry obtained from the µ-BLS sample visualization/stabilization camera is shown in Fig. 3(a). Shown in Fig. 3(b) are the OOP hysteresis loops that have been measured by using a focused magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) technique which is sensitive to the top surface. It is evident from Fig. 3(b) that Co-Pd-Py has OOP magnetization at remanence with almost a square hysteresis loop with a large coercive field value ($\mu_0H_c \sim 118$ mT). Note that we have found a much higher coercive field ($\mu_0H_c \sim 240$ mT) for Co-Pd multilayer without the Py layer. Propagating spin waves have been recorded at remanence $i.e. H_{\alpha} = 0$ away from the antenna and the prominent responses were found below 6.5 GHz (Fig. 3(c)). Figure 3(d) shows the exponential decay of the spin wave intensity which is fitted to $\exp(-2x/\lambda)$, that reveals $\lambda \sim 2$ µm. In order to show the isotropic propagation, a concept waveguide with three channels oriented at arbitrary angles have been lithographically fabricated as shown in Fig. 3(e). BLS spectra recorded in these three channels confirms the propagating modes at 5.7, 6.7 and 8.2 GHz. Spatial profiles of the spin wave propagation have been imaged experimentally by scanning the laser spot over the shaded region as shown in Fig. 3(e). Two dimensional (2D)
spatial maps of the spin wave intensity show the propagation of spin wave in all the channels which are at different angles with respect to the antenna (Fig. 3(f)). Note that all the spin wave measurements were carried out without any bias. Thus, exchange coupled Py waveguide offers a solution for the realization bias free FV isotropic waves – crucial for magnonic circuit designs.

**BIAS-FREE WAVEGUIDE WITH RECONFIGURABLE DEFECT FOR SURFACE SPIN WAVE PROPAGATION AND MANIPULATION**

Next, we focus on the DE or surface spin waves which are the most exploited in the magnonic devices and we discuss a solution for their propagation without any bias magnetic field. A special type of magnetic waveguide has been designed based on the dipolar coupled but physically separated chain of rhomboid-shaped nanomagnets (RNMs). The device schematic is shown in Fig. 4(a) and the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the device is shown in Fig. 4(b). The nanomagnets have a width and length of 260 nm and 600 nm, respectively. The special shape of the nanomagnet enables unique magnetic orientation when initialized along their short axes in contrast to a simple rectangular nanomagnet. This is due to a slight difference between the geometrical short axis and magnetic hard axis which leads to a preferential orientation when biased along their short axes. More details about the operation of the rhomboid nanomagnet can be found elsewhere. The small separation (50 nm) between the nanomagnets in the waveguide ensures strong dipolar coupling. When spin waves are excited in the nanomagnets underneath the 80-nm-thick antenna (where rf field intensity is maximum), it also propagates through the waveguide away from the antenna. Prior to any spin wave measurements, we initialize all the nanomagnets along their long axis followed by removal of the field ($H_I : 1000 \text{ Oe} \rightarrow 0$). It ensures all the magnets point in the same directions as shown in the magnetic force microscopy (MFM) image in Fig. 4(d) and this remanent state is referred as ferromagnetically ordered (FO) state. Propagating spin waves at a distance away
from the antenna are measured by using μ-BLS laser spot (marked as ‘output’ in Fig. 4(b)) and the spectra are shown in Fig. 4(c). A strong propagating spin wave mode is observed at 4.2 GHz for the FO state. We have found $\lambda \sim 1 \ \mu m$ by analyzing the spatial profile of the spin wave propagation by scanning the laser spot over the waveguide. Thus, bias-free surface waves have been realized using this special type of waveguide. Another successful waveguide strategy is based on magnetic domain walls which support DE spin waves without a bias.\textsuperscript{67,75,89}

One of the primary elements of a magnonic device is the manipulation or gating of the magnon current. We showed the gating operation based on switching a nanomagnet which was oriented differently using lithography technique as marked by ‘gate’ in Fig. 4(b). The magnet at the gate position aligns opposite to the rest of the nanomagnets in the waveguide when initialized along the short axes of the nanomagnets. Shown in Fig. 4(f) is an MFM image indicating this opposite orientation at the gate position and this state is referred to as FO*. Subsequently, spin wave response is recorded at the output position and the intensity of the spin waves at 4.2 GHz is drastically reduced (Fig. 4(c)). Interestingly, the 2D spatial profile (Fig. 4(g)) of the spin waves shows an absence of the spin wave response at the gate position and a reduced spin wave intensity beyond the gate position in comparison to the FO state. We have found the reflection, interference and transmission properties of the spin waves at the defect position and the results are consistent with previous observations in the typical waveguides.\textsuperscript{61,86,87} Note that all the measurements were conducted at remanence and the field was only used to reconfigure the waveguide between FO and FO* states. For practical implementation, one can utilize cross-point current lines for Oersted field induced reconfiguration.

**SURFACE SPIN WAVE PROPAGATION ACROSS A BEND WITHOUT ANY BIAS**
Next, we address another bottleneck for the DE spin waves which is the transmission around a bend in a waveguide. Typically, DE spin waves are achieved by saturating a magnetic waveguide along its short axis. However, a global bias field does not satisfy DE geometry in a curved waveguide which might be required for circuit implementations. Magnetic domain walls\textsuperscript{89} and current-induced Oersted field\textsuperscript{72,73} have been proposed in order to overcome this challenge in the past. Note that the use of bias current leads to Joule heating which hinders the advantages promised by magnonics. Here, in our RNM based waveguide design, this issue is simply resolved by placing the nanomagnets at an angle (for example 32°) as shown in Fig. 4(h). As the magnets are self-biased and initialized along their long axes, DE geometry is satisfied throughout the waveguide even without applying any field. The propagation of spin waves can be seen from the measured 2D spatial profiles of the spin waves at 5.1 GHz around the bend as shown in Fig. 4(i).

WAVEGUIDE FOR MICROWAVE-ASSISTED GATING OF SURFACE SPIN WAVES

Furthermore, we have discussed a different gating technique that simplifies further the device operation. We utilize a similar type of waveguide design using coupled RNM-based waveguide and we showed that one can control the flow of magnon current by using a microwave current.\textsuperscript{71} Here, a waveguide is designed where all the RNMs have the same geometrical orientation. The magnon current is excited using an antenna (input) made from 80-nm-thick Pt. The manipulation (gate) of the magnon current flow is achieved by using the same excitation antenna but with large microwave power. We have measured the magnon signal using \( \mu \)-BLS technique at a distance away from the antenna as shown by a green circular dot in Fig. 5(a). The magnon spectra reveal that the waveguide has a strong propagating spin wave mode at 4.2 GHz. In order to show the control of the magnon current flow, first, the waveguide was initialized by using an external magnetic field along the long axis of the RNMs followed
by removal of the field. It ensures all the nanomagnets in the waveguide have the same magnetic orientation at remanence. Subsequently, the waveguide at remanence was initialized with a microwave current with different powers from 10 mW to 100 mW which is referred to as initialization power for a couple of seconds prior to the recording of the BLS spectra. Magnon spectra were recorded at 4.2 GHz without applying any external magnetic field (i.e. remanent state of the waveguide) for three different excitation power ($P_{\text{exc.}} = 1, 3 & 10$ mW) and the results are shown in Fig. 5(b). The results show a drastic reduction of the spin wave intensity above an initialization power of ~ 45 mW. High and low intensity regions i.e. below and above 45 mW are labeled as region I and region II, respectively in the following discussion. Representative full BLS spectra for these two regions are shown in Fig. 5(c). Further, such variation was confirmed by performing 2D spatial scan of the BLS laser spot at these two regions as shown in Fig. 5(d-e). The underlying mechanism of this manipulation of spin wave signal using microwave current is attributed to the switching of the nanomagnets at region II i.e. during the initialization process with high microwave power ($> 45$ mW). Note that the oscillating microwave magnetic field is maximum just underneath the antenna and it is directed along the short axes of the RNMs. Therefore, when we focus on the nanomagnets underneath the antenna using the MFM technique (Fig. 5(e-f)), we see a difference in the MFM contrasts indicating magnetization switching in region II. The results are also consistent with the fact that we should expect a reduced spin wave intensity when one or more nanomagnets are switched in the waveguide as discussed in the earlier section. Note that the original magnetic state of the waveguide is restored by applying an initialization field along the short axis of the waveguide. Thus, a new route for the magnon gating was achieved using the same input antenna which is typically used only to generate magnon current. This device scheme can thereby eliminate the requirement of a separate gate contact pad, thereby a possibility of simplifying the magnonic circuit further.
OUTLOOK

There are several outstanding challenges to address for magnonic devices to be competitive and/or compatible with existing semiconductor-based microelectronics. Here, we provide a summary and progress in the design of efficient magnetic waveguides in particular. The use of an external bias magnetic field remains a major concern as it appears to be unavoidable. Our proposals for bias-field-free magnetic waveguides are therefore a step forward towards the practical realizations of magnonic devices. We show the importance of the self-biased nanomagnets driven via shape-induced anisotropy and engineering the magnetic coupling in a multilayer structure for the realization of bias-free device operation. Moreover, such self-biased waveguides offer additional functionality like the ease of gating operation or transmitting a signal around a corner which were not accessible in a regular magnetic waveguide. Furthermore, downscaling of these waveguides is feasible for nano-magnonics applications and one may harness additional functionalities based on non-linear spin wave physics which is pronounced at the nanoscale. Therefore, it will be of great future interest to explore such bias-free magnetic waveguides along with the nanoscale electrical input and output terminal which utilizes STNO/SHNO and ISHE, respectively. Such integration may pose great challenges, however, it may lead to new opportunities as spin wave properties strongly depend on the device geometry and dimensions. The other available option for self-biased waveguides based on domain walls also needs to be exploited in this context. Next, the waveguide can be made more efficient in terms of larger decay length by the appropriate choice of low damping materials or by compensating for the damping using SOT or SHE. Another interesting part of the wave based computation is the utilization of the phase and these bias-free waveguides might offer additional functionality based on phase-based operations. We believe that the proposed design principles for the bias-free magnetic waveguides will provide
a new horizon for nano-magnonics with a step forward for its suitability in device integration and realization of a hybrid magnonic-electronic technology in near future.
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FIGURE 1: Schematic of a magnonic device and its building blocks which are associated with a range of phenomena.
FIGURE 2: (a) Co-ordinate system for the magnetic waveguide and the spin wave propagation. (b) Schematic of the μ-BLS technique. (c) Schematic of the BV geometry with magnetic waveguides with a microwave antenna. (d) BLS spectra recorded at remanence for a Py waveguide where the magnetization is along the length of the waveguide, i.e. BV geometry. (e) Calculated dispersion plot for Py at remanence in the BV spin waves. (f) Schematic of the DE geometry with the field applied along the width of the waveguide. (g) BLS spectra recorded in DE geometry at different fields. (h) Calculated dispersion plot for the DE spin waves at different applied fields. The dotted lines represent the maximum wavevector that can be excited by the 1-μm-wide antenna. Reproduced with permission from Haldar et al., Sci. Adv. 3, e1700638 (2017). Copyright 2017 Science.
FIGURE 3: (a) BLS camera image of the device where the circular laser spot can be seen. (b) MOKE hysteresis loop for the Co-Pd-Py waveguide when the field was applied in the OOP direction as shown in left schematic. The dotted line in the hysteresis plot refers to a reference thin film. Different colors across the thickness represent the multilayer configuration. (c) BLS spectra recorded at the laser spot position at remanence. The straight line refers to the noise floor recorded without RF excitation. (d) Dependence of spin wave intensity on the propagation coordinate (x-axis). (e) SEM image of a waveguide with three channels. (f) 2D spatial image of the spin wave intensity for the modes at 5.7 GHz, 6.7 GHz and 8.2 GHz which exist in all the channels of the waveguide. Reproduced with permission from Haldar et al., Sci. Adv. 3, e1700638 (2017). Copyright 2017 Science.
**FIGURE 4:** Schematic of RNM based waveguide including a microwave antenna and μ-BLS laser spot. (b) SEM image of the RNM waveguide and the antenna fabricated from Py and Pt, respectively. (c) BLS spectra at remanence for the FO (all the RNMs point in the same direction) and FO* (RNM at the ‘gate’ position has an opposite orientation than other RNMs) state of the waveguide. (d) MFM image showing all the RNMs point in the same direction (FO state) for initialization along their long axis. (e) 2D spatial profile of the spin wave intensity for the FO state. (f) MFM image of the FO* state where the RNM at the ‘gate’ position has an opposite orientation than other RNMs when initialized along their short axes. (g) 2D spatial map of the spin wave intensity for the FO* state. (h) SEM image of a waveguide with 32° bend. (i) 2D spatial map of the spin wave intensity for the waveguide with 32° bend. Reproduced with permission from Haldar et al., Nat. Nanotech. **11**, 437 (2017). Copyright 2016 Nature.
FIGURE 5: (a) SEM image of the waveguide based on RNMs along with an antenna which is used both for spin excitation (input) and manipulation (gate). (b) BLS intensity at 4.2 GHz as a function of microwave initializing power. High intensity and low intensity regions are marked by regions I and II, respectively. Note the log scale for the x-axis. (c) Representative BLS spectra for two different initialization regions. (d-e) 2D spatial maps of the spin wave intensity at 4.2 GHz measured by scanning the laser spot for the two different initialization regions. (f-g) MFM images for the two different initialization regions. Reproduced with permission from A. Haldar and A. O. Adeyeye, Appl. Phys. Lett. 116, 162403 (2020). Copyright 2020 AIP Publishing LLC.